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As schools and mental health providers struggle to improve identification and delivery of 

services to children and adolescents with mental health issues, let's not overlook the vital role of 

preventative care available to families whose struggles are "normal," whose children may not 

need psychiatric help but may need assistance dealing with issues life presents. 

The article in Sunday's Connecticut Post, ("How to identify, help kids with mental health 

disorders), does not address those with normal struggles -- struggles that if left unaddressed 

might very well develop into something more debilitating. 

The first-grader who is shy becomes the third-grader a bit lonely. By seventh grade, is he 

isolated, and by ninth, bullied? What happens in senior year? Is she cutting herself? Is he 

aggressive? Are there drugs, academic troubles, and risky behavior which might have been 

averted if families had reached out before there was "trouble"? For children, teens and families 

stressed by today's social and environmental factors, those without "mental health disorders," it 

can be all too short a jump to labels and "problems."  

As a life skills therapist and communications coach who deals with stress management, I urge 

parents who wonder about their children, "Is something wrong?" not to wait. Take action. Better 

to take a pre-emptive strike on the difficulties our kids bury, even if they don't seem monumental 

at the time. Like the homeland security ad on TV, "If you see something, say something" -- if 

you think something's off with your child, there probably is. Check it out. Make it right before 

there's a crisis, diagnosis, file, label or doctor needed. It's not "making a mountain out of a 

molehill"; it's preventing that mountain down the road from spewing lava. 

Allison B. Spitzer 

Trumbull  
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